
LinkMeEasy
WILL THIS BE THE MOST WORLDWIDE SPREAD APP?



Business: the classic meeting between two professionals: a Sales Manager 

and a CTO who welcomes her for the first time, exchange their business cards 



Business card exchange, manual input, filing, remembering to enter the 

contact’s company information and job title as well



Business: the classic meeting between client and suppliers, during the first 

meeting, one must exchange contact information (name, phone number, job 

title, company, email, teams, skype ... Or the business card)



If we analyze a meeting with 7 participants, at the first meeting, 49 cards, 

contacts, Skype addresses, Teams, LinkedIn… will be exchanged



Business:  when participating to a conference, normally the speaker will 

share his/her contact information on the last slide... At these events, there is 

also the Networking moment when the participants get to know each other



At a convention, the speaker often shares his/her contact information, the 

participants, must quickly save this information



Friendship: with the use of Datings apps (Meetic, Badoo, Tinder... ), during 

the first date, once the ice has been broken, it’s necessary to exchange and 

save each other’s contact information



At the first date, it’s necessary to exchange contact information to pursue the 

relationship, including very private information



Friendship: teenagers in groups, getting to know each other leads them to 

exchanging their phone number and often also their Instagram… 

Messenger…Whatsapp… accounts as well as the link to their Facebook 

page…



Even among the digital born, it is necessary to exchange their instant 

message accounts or Social Network addresses such as Twich, Instagram, 

TikTok…



Friendship: A common situation concerns the elderly, to socialize, they need 

to save new names in their contacts list



Amongst the eldest, not having the manual skills and speed of teenagers, the 

steps to the exchange of contact information lead to giving up on new 

socializing



LinkMeEasy the 
simplest solution









A conscious
connection in 
just 3 clicks!!!





Reply with a 
specific profile

Accept the 
profile, but 
without replying



A customized
connection for
each contact



Manage 
Messaging App, 
Social, Email and 
Telephone Direct access from 

contact to all 
Messaging App, 
Social, Email … 



Clean the contacts 
easyily!



Multi-profile business 
management



Premiunm Service: Link 
– B2B – B2C – B2E



Multi-profile friendship 
management



Friendship Service Link 
and personal applications



Typing 50 to 200 clicks to save
a new contact or an update …

Just 3 clicks with 
LinkMeEasy!





BUSINESS PLAN & ROADMAP

The startup was created with a very specific

idea regarding the evolutions that it must

boot in time in order to be adequately

supported.

We can thus schematize the three phases:

1. Boot, Idea Protection and

Realization

2. Load, Review and Release in

stores, Evolutionary maintenance.

3. Final Exit



BOOT

During this phase, ownership has taken care of the following:

1. Identifying,  Analyzing and Defining the Business Idea to make it as relevant as possible to 
today's and future market.

2. Selecting the Suppliers for development, creating a Team of professionals as support to 
achieving the technical objectives during this and the next phase.

3. Creating the working App with the basic functionalities and innovative, complete.

4. Legally protecting by filing with SIAE.

5. Starting the Search for a Capital Partner to finance the App’s operational launch.

The activities started about 3 years ago, and we are currently on point 5

During this phase, between search and development, time dedicated by the founders then 
overturned into costs and supplier costs, the overall investment was around 1.500.000€ taxes and 
possible Business Angel fees not included.



CURRENT STOCK 
(BOOT)

Aghem
87%

Cattabiani
5%

Patierno
8%

Quote Sociali

Aghem Cattabiani Patierno

Gli attuali soci di LinkMeEasy sono 3:

Il founder principale : Paolo Aghem 87%

Il Co-Founder : Corrado Patierno 8%

Il Co-Founder : Claudio Cattabiani 5%



LOAD

During this phase, the necessary actions will be taken to start the Pipeline phase:

1. Support the entrance of the Capital Partner.

2. Start the Marketing machine to generate Traction.

3. Engage Suppliers to develop new Premium features to make the App even more 
complete, as well as start a cycle of DevOps capable of performing Upgrading 
Maintenance.

4. Draw up consultancy mandates with professionals, at the same time as the Capital Partner enters, 
and draw up the Work plans for Equity of the StartUp Team.

5. Create the conditions for the economic return of the company up to the Break Even Point, having as its 
return capital the Value of Data (BigData), targeted Advertising, Premium Features.

During the entry of the new Capital Partner, the shares will be redistributed and a clause will 
be inserted to safeguard the minority percentages. Any capital increases will leave the shares 
unchanged without the disbursement by the minority shareholders.



NEW STOCK (LOAD)

Capital Partner
70%

Aghem
23%

Patierno
5%

Cattabiani
2%

Quote Sociali

Capital Partner Aghem Patierno Cattabiani

Si auspica una struttura così costituita:

Capital Partner (TBD) CEO: 70% 

Aquisto quote + piano di aumento del 

capitale sociale della s.r.l. LinkMeEasy di 

1.400.000€ per il primo anno di avvio.

General Manager/Marketing (Aghem): 23% 

Piano Work for Equity.

CTO/COO (Patierno): 5% 

Piano Work for Equity.

DPO (Cattabiani): 2% 

Piano Work for Equity.



MARKET RESEARCH
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Market research was conducted in January 2018 
to assess the effectiveness of the operation prior 
to investing in the StartUp.

The method used for the "how many" search is 
the WebAll one, available at the following URL: 
http://www.benchmarketing.it/

It was conducted on 300 representative cases of 
the Italian population (north, central, south, all 
socio-economic classes, 50% male and 50% 
women, ages 14 to 75)

The response did not present statistically 
significant differences in the various clusters: 
71.2% of the population would have downloaded 
the App in support of instant messaging, an App 
capable of giving more information, saving time, 
simplifying the operation.

http://www.benchmarketing.it/


TAM

SAM

SOM

The TAM (Total Addressable Market) is the total available 
market. It is the total demand for a particular product or 
service. Prospect for LinkMeEasy 4-4.5 MLD Monthly User.

The SAM (Served Available Market) identifies the potentially 
available market. With 70% penetration, 2.8 - 3 MLD Monthly 
User from LinkMeEasy.

The SOM (Serviceable And Obtainable Market) is the truly 
obtainable market. The most realistic hypothesis sees us in a 
gap between 1-2 MLD of Monthly User of LinkMeEasy.

GO TO MARKET PLAN
Considering only the numbers of the main "Instant Messaging" and "Social" apps on the market, 
LinkMeEasy's prospect exceeds 4-4.5 MLD of monthly users on the planet. The LinkMeEasy app in 
2/3 years, with the assumption of a market penetration of 70%, will boast over 2.8-3 MLD of user 
(therefore it will most likely become the most distributed app in the world). Even the conservative 
hypothesis leads us to hypothesize 1-2 MLD of Monthly User.



PRIVACY & DATA PROTECTION

GDPR on Privacy and Big Data: the GDPR on Privacy and its extensions in the 

EU area (ePrivacy), like other similar regulations present in North America 

and in many Asian countries, has drastically reduced the amount of Big Data 

capable of profiling in clusters the users of social networks, portals, apps and 

company sites, putting the big players of the new economy and the software 

houses that manage them in difficulty.

In general, these companies sell BigData to media centers for targeted digital 

communication both B2C and B2B, making huge profits.

LinkMeEasy, built on an architecture that guarantees privacy and anonymity, 

guaranteeing user action and not automatic submission of data, makes it 

particularly appreciated by over 4.5 MLD of «instant messaging and social 

app user ».



COVID-19

The COVID-19 emergency has given even more value to the LinkMeEasy

App which, taking advantage of Bluetooth Proximity as a joint “brief 

worldwide” recently provided by Google and Apple, giving dignity to users 

with an active and non-passive role, being the first to arrive at the concept 

of «conscious connection», it will therefore be useful both as an app to 

support instant messaging apps, and as an app for the interaction that the 

individual will activate at will. The concept of "conscious connection" 

avoids the problem of superclusters, which are affected by national 

contact tracing apps and similar foreign ones.

Returning to the topic of the Corona Virus in Phase 2 and then in Phase 3, 

emphasizing that LinkMeEasy is not a tracking app for positive 

individuals, we are going to represent an interesting “trust" factor to be 

added during management in the period between the fall of the number 

of infected people and the end of the pandemic, too.



USERS PENETRATION STRATEGY



FINANCIAL PROJECTION AND KEY METRICS:



FORECASTED REVENUES

PREMIUM PACKAGES
In the first upgrade of the platform is 

expected to make available to users the 

purchase of premium services for the areas:

• Public B2C :

• Creation of customized cards for clients 

to be distributed  on the basis of 

clustering criteria chosen by the 

customer.

• Creation of Business HUB App.

• E-Commerce order carts.

• Private B2C :

• Integration Authentication on Partner 

systems by the Client, consultation of 

private areas.

• B2E :

• SingleSignOn Company Network 

integration, consultation of 

authenticated company links, Remote 

stamping with GPS recording.

BIGDATA SALE
The creation of clusters of anonymous 

and non-anonymous data (always 

compliant with the GDPR without 

sensitive data) relating to the PHYSICAL 

interconnections between users, 

therefore relating to the user's real 

network and not only the virtual one, is 

envisaged.

ADVERTISING
A non-invasive Avertising mechanism is 

provided on the application, capable of 

generating impressions and managing 

clicks towards scrolling advertising 

"spots"  when using of the app.

PRE-TAX PROFIT

ADV

BigData

Premium



GLOBAL REFERENCE & TRENDS



FINANCIAL PROJECTION AND KEY METRICS
The projections were computed in two different ways. The first table shows only a portion of 
the profits of a social network between advertising and the sale of BigData (Facebook Group). 
The second table is the progressive Business Plan hypothesized for the calculation of the Break 
Even Point and for the projection of revenues / costs hypothesized for LinkMeEasy.

Assumption:
instant messaging apps worlswide monthly users: 3,5 billion people

max estimated penetration for LinkMeEasy app: 71,2% market research

Facebook Group 2019 turnover: 70,7 billion$

Facebook Group 2019 monthly users: 2,9 billinon people

Turnover for each profiling (selling BD+ADV+Premium): 22,29 € 24,379 $ turnover/monthly users

LinkMeEasy turnover for each profiling (only Big Data + taylor ADV): 15 € 7,29€ less than Facebook Inc.

LinkMeEasy turnover for business enterprise 1,2 € 2,99€/month for 100.000.000 users



UNDERLYING MAGIC



MANAGEMENT  TEAM

General Manager/Marketing(Aghem)

CTO/COO (Patierno)

DPO (Cattabiani)

Legal (Botti)

Capital Partner (TBD) CEO

UI/UX Designer (Mani)



Dott. Ing. Claudio Cattabiani

Ambiente - Sicurezza Alimentare – Sicurezza sul Lavoro – Acustica
Prevenzione Incendi – Formazione – Certificazioni

Cell. +39 348 3811785
e-mail: cattabianiclaudio@gmail.com

CREDITS
Email: paolo@benchmarketing.it
Mobile: +39 3292184840
Skype: paolo.mario.aghem1
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/paolo-mario-aghem-9710a9b/
Website: http://www.benchmarketing.it

Email: corrado.patierno@mensa.it
Mobile: +39 3407253246
Linkedin: https://bit.ly/corradopatierno

Email: cattabianiclaudio@gmail.com
Mobile: +39 3483811785
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudio-cattabiani-a18419135/
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